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\IJhat happened? irJhy did it ha pen? These are the questions 
asked by the nurse anesthetist on 1 any occasions and the answers 
are found in the study of physics . This science comprises a 
system of explanations for many ph nomena relating to anesthesill, 
thus enabling the nurse anesthetis ' to perceive the theories 
underlying various anesthetic proc dures and techniques . The 
comprehension of these principles should enhance her competency . 
Needless to say , a nurse anesthetist , who understands some of 
the concepts of physical science a d applies them, is more pro-
ficient than one who acquires the techniques without under-
standing them. 
Statement of t _e Problem 
How do some graduate nurse ane thet i sts rank in perform-
ance on a quiz which was based on a hypothetical case and which 
was designed to measure their knowl dge of physical principles 
related to anesthes i a? 
Justification o the Study 
Physics is an essential scienc to the nurse anesthetist 
be caus e (1) anesthesio logy is a sci nee based on ancillary 
s ciences ; l and (2) the inhalation a ents together with the 
lMacintosh, R. R., Mushin , W. W. , P ysics for the Anesthetist, 
p . v. 
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devices for administering , storing and measuring them comprise 
much of her a r mamentar ium . 2 
Purposes of T is Study 
1 . To ga in experience in constructing a test which was 
focused on a typical situction for a nurse anesthetist 
and which embodied select d principles of physics . 
2 ~ To expl ore the use of this test in order to appra ise 
the knowledge of nurse a n sthetists of the principles 
of physics which were inv 
3 . To analyze the test resul s in terms of identifying 
those areas of physics. vJh · ch appear to need strength-
ening in the curriculum t prepare nurse anesthetists . 
4. To make thos e proposals w ich the findings indicate 
-are needed . 
Scope and Limitatio· of the Study 
The study has certain limitat·ons. It is limited first by 
its purposes . It deals only with he knowledge of physics 
needed by the nurse anesthetist in meeting one fairly typical 
situation encountered in the admin ~ stration of inhalation 
anesthetics . It is concerned with a restric t e d number of 
physical principles which are co~n n elements of physics to the 
nurse anesthetist in her ~veryday vork. The second limitation 
2The American Med ic al Association , Fundamentals of Anesthesi a , 
p . 25 . 
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is the size of the sample; only twe ty-five nurse anesthetists 
were tested in this study . It was "udged , however , that this 
number was sufficient for the purpo e; that is to explore the 
. followin g : (1) the utilization of his type of instrument i n 
testing the lm ov.rledge which nurse a esthetists exercise _n 
t heir daily activitie~ , (2) the rea tion of these persons to 
this t ype of instrument , and (3) th inferences which might be 
dravm for the use of the instrument as a te aching aid in field 
instruction in the preparation of n1rs e anesthetists . 
The recommendations which evol ed are limited to the 
situa tion tested . No atte mp t was m de to explore the entire 
content of a phys i cs course require to cover all phases of t he 
anesthetis us function . 
Methode ogy 
The first step in the to explore the literature 
which was concerned with anesthesia and physics related to 
anesthesia, in order to discover wh t had been done previous l y 
in the search to identify the esse ntia l principles of physics . 
The second step was to constru t a fairly typic a l situa -
tion~ in which a nurse administers nesthestic agents to a 
patient, and then to identify which were applic able to tne 
s ituation as the basis for devel op! g a test . 
The third step in a so l ut ion o the problem wa s the 
development of t he test questions . These were reviewed and 
discussed with a medical anesthesi a ogis t for his reaction to 
-4-
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the nature of the wording and t he c ntent of the test items ~ and 
for accuracy of the responses chose as 71 correct . 11 
Next it was necessary to secur a sample of nurse anesthe -
tists. It seemed desirab l e for the sample to include nurse 
anesthetists who had been in practi e for ten or more years as 
well as those who had been in pract ce from three months to ten 
years, because the period between t e course in anesthesia and 
length of time in practice might af'ect the responses. 
Sequence of Pr sentat i on 
Chapter II deals with the theo~etical frame of reference 
for the study and includes a review of the r e l ated l iterature . 
Chapter III consists of the detc.ile . cons ideratj_ on of the 
methodology . In Chapter IV , the da a was presented and 
analyzed . A summary, conc l usions a d rec omme ndations are pre -
sented in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRA~·'IE OF REFERENCE 
When a review of the literatur was made, no studies were 
found pertaining primarily to physi s in relationship to anes -
' ' 
thesi a . Therefore, it was decided o investigate the history 
of the development of the education 1 programs for the nurse 
anesthetist and the developments in anesthesia . 
The certified registered nurse anesthetist is a title 
recently adopted by the nurse anest etist and indicates her 
qualifications . The educational st .ndards of schools which 
prep~re nurse anesth~tists have ris n through the efforts and 
interest of the American Associatio of Nurse Anesthetists, 
which was organized in 1931. 
The specialty of anesthes ia is relatively new in nursing . 
Because of the lack of interest of he doctors in this field , 
' 
the tas k was delegated to nurses. his occunred at the turn of 
the 20th century . At this time, nurses received an educ a tion in 
anesthesia that was purely technical without the status that 
c oul d be called prof~ssional . l Such graduate education as did 
exist was of three types "(1) that given graduate nurses in a 
hospit a l in '\'fhich they ·were to be e ployed as an anesthetist~ 
(2) that provided gratuitously to isitors ---physici a ns and 
1Thatcher , V . S .~ History of Anest esia ~ p . 66 . 
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nurses - --who went to a hospital to bserve and sometimes gave a 
few anesthetics under supervision, .nd (3) that given by the 
manufacturers and the demonstrators of gas machines , who often 
traveled the country to sell and te ch the operat i on of machines 
to anyone who would buy.n2 Need l es~ to say, the first type of 
educational fac ility instructed nur es for the specific purpose 
of covering their anesthesia servic 
I 
In spite of the fact that ls of anesthesia were 
estab lished after v·Iorld v.Jar I, the .nesthesia programs v.rere 
stil l primarily an apprenticeship t pe of tr a ining . Some theory 
v.ras includec1 but "the service requi ement of the hospital came 
first. The number of students a cce ted, the time allotted to 
· classroom, or theoretical ins tructi n a nd the amount of clinical 
tra ining and supervision all depend on the number of cases 
until the third dec a de of the twent'eth century . At this time, 
however, advances in anesthetic dru·s, equipment and techniques 
ne ces s i tate d a chahge in the educat of the nurse anesth~tist . 
By 1933 the minimum standards the length of the course 
was four months . This included cases a nd 75 
hours of classroom instruction . years later the course had 
been lengthened to six months with n incre ase in the number of 
2rbid. , p . 0~ 
.. / J . 
3Thatcher , op . cit . , p. 106 . 
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c a ses and classroom instruction . T been a steady 
progress in the at tempt to achieve theory and clinical 
experience i n the educational progr,,m of the nurse anesthetist . 
It is obvious that both the theory nd the clinical practice are 
vital to this professionC! l group . Heither should be stressed 
at the expense of the other . An eqtilibrium must be maintained . 
Empriasis on theory by teachers and tudents might result in the 
student 1 s a cquisition of partia l un erstanding of many laws and 
principles but inability to apply t .ese principles adequately. 
The consequence of such a c.ombinati n might result in the 
inadequate functioning of the e1nest etist . On the other handJ 
the outcome of emphasis on intense r actice with littl~ theory 
might result in producing technicia s . 
"The education and tra.ining of the anesthetist are the most 
important safeguard in preventing a cidents~ because anesthes ia 
accidents are more likely to result from ignorance and negli -
gence tha n from pure mischance . 114 
Besides setting minimum standa ds for hospit a l Schoo l s of 
organiz at ion promoted the idea of 1alifying examinations for 
membership in the American Associat ion of Nurse Anesthetists . 
The idea was supported and was instituted in 1945 . 5 
4\IJalkingJ A. A. J "Problems in Jmes'-hesia Today . n The Journal 
of the American Association o Nurse Anesth~tists J 43~ 
February 1951 . 
Srbid. :J p . 250 . 
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By 19~- 9 , the .As s oc i ati on was c ncerne d about the number of 
small schools that had sprung up in an effort by hospitals to 
~ 
cover the schedules . 0 Thatcher and VanArsdale stated that it 
was highl y unlikely th~t the studen s were getting the proper 
theoretica l training in these hospi- a ls during 1941 . I n 1951 
the course of study for nurse anest etists was revised, and in 
1952, the accred itation program wen- into operation . All schools 
of anesthesia which wished to be a c redited were i ns pected . 
As of 1956 , the following cour e requirements were estab-
lished as the minima . The duration of the course is one year 
and it must include 325 cases of c l" n i cal experience and 2 00 
classroom hours . 7 Thirty of thes e 00 hours are allocated to 
the unit of 11 chemistry and phys ic s ·n re l at ion to anesthesia" . 
Two of these thirty hours are assig ed to the fundamentals of 
chemistry and physics . 8 
Yet Ma cintosh and Mushin s tat e : 9 11 In recent years there 
has been a tendency for the anesthetist to concentrate on 
r 
0 Tha tcher , V. S ., Van Ars dale, ~1 ., 11 An Analysi s of Anesthesi a 
Services in the United States for 1 9~-1. 11 The Journal of 
the Americ an Assoc i ation of Ntrse Anesthetists , 2ol, 
November 1950 . 
7carmichael, c . A., " Present Statu of Approved Schools . " The 
Journal of t he American Assoc·ation of Nurse Anesthetists , 
95 , - May 1956-.-
SAmeric a n Ass ociation of Nurse Ane thetist _, Class Outline . 
9Mac intosh, R . R . , Mushin , R . R., hysics for the Anesthet i st , 
p . v. 
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technique and overlook the value basic sciences on which 
our specialty is founded . During t .e war ~ anesthetists had to 
be turned out in short time to meet the demand for numbers . It 
was inevitable that stress 
the trade- - -the importance 
laid on a few tricks of 
que in what ~ after a l l ~ is 
predominant l y an art canno t be over tressed, nevertheless a 
little book knowledge shoul d not co _e amiss and should , in fact 
make progress in our specialty less a tria l and error-- - always 
an expensive method of advance . '' a- llespielO concedes the 
va lue of knowledge by referring to t through a n ana l ogy , 
nBitter experience soon teaches the young anesthetist that there 
is & certain ana logy between skill · n playing golf and skill in 
the administrati on of an anesthes i a : i n both the abi lity to 
keep out of difficulty is of much g value than the power 
to make a masterl y recovery from th 
Let it be recognized that know 
the medical scientist , and especial 
many facets of physics radiaie ncit 
of phys ic s is vital to 
the anesthet i st . The 
the areas of 
mechanics, light , sound , and electr·city but they impinge on the 
sciences of chemistry and physiolog' which are of great impor-
tance in a.nesthesia . Physics exten s into the research area . 
In relation t o chemistry, physics plays a significant role . The 
lOGillespie , N. A., Endotracheal Anesthes ia, p . 36 . 
a matter of physics applied to the tudy of organism~ and the 
word phys iology is derived from phy ics . As for research ~ the 
bas ic principles and methods g overn·ng accurate measurements are 
the basis on "IAThich an experimental esearch program r e sts . 12 It 
may be said that physics .E~E'-~~ is he tool to inte l ligent 
analysis . Obviously a good foundat on in this physical science 
woul d prove very beneficia l t o t he urse anesthetist . The 
application of the phys ica l princip es in anesthesia should not 
only e l iminate the possibility of c mpl i cations arising during 
the procedure but the knowl edge of he laws should help the 
nurse anesthe tist to understand the activity of the anesthetic 
gases that she administers . Their unction in b ody fluids and 
tissue have been correlated to some extent by Dr . Adriani . l 3 He 
explains the pressure ~ partial pressure and diffusion of gases . 
The solubility of gases in b l ood is a l so explaine d to a limited 
de gree . In essence ~ the f oregoing comprise some of the aspects 
of the l aws of gases . 
llJI.driani ~ J . Ivi . D., The Chemistry o Anesthesia ~ p . Introduc -
tion . 
12cur e ton , T. K. Jr . , "Phys ics App l i d to Health of Physical 
Education , " Unpub lished Master ' Thesis , Bost on Unive rsity~ 
Boston~ 1933 , School of Educati n . 
13Adriani ~ op . cit .~ p . 45 . 
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In all instances mathematical computations of the physica l 
characteristics of each gas may be calculated provided the 
information of their temperature a or volume are 
known. However, the principles ap lied may be of greater value 
for the nurse anesthetist who can visualize the route of travel 
by the gas es and their activity at arious levels , that is , in 
the alveoli , b lood and other tissue , and b ody fluids . Through 
this knowledge she is aware of comp ications that may arise if 
she does not adhere to the principl s . One of the outstanding 
complications is anoxia . Its seque ael4 are circulat ory 
failure, brain degeneration or deat depending on the time that 
elapses before the anoxic condition is recognized . With the 
possibility of such an outcome, the need for knowledge and the 
proper usage of these physical prin , iples by the nurse anesthe -
tist should be heeded . 
Under mechanics , a ramificatio of physics , the anesthetic 
equipment has priority . The modern machi ne , l5 with its ingen-
ious assemblage of devices, though 'ore or less complex in 
itself , simplifies the administrati n of anesthes i a . In 
Physics fo r the Anesthetist , Macint sh and Mushin explain in 
detail the application of physics t anesthesia . This book 
14Adriani, J . M. D. , Techniques and Procedures of Anesthes i a , 
p . 140 . 
15Hale., D. E ., "From The Viewpoint f The rlledical Anesthesiolo -
gist", The Journal of the Amer·can Association of Nurse 
Anesthetists , 35 , February 1951. 
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embodies the physical principles as they relate to the equipment 
and physiologica l processes. ation ~ osmosis~ filtration 
and various other physical processe are also clarified . 
Physiology ~ it is said~ origin ted from physics . In anes -
thesia the circulatory and respirat ry system are of prime im-
portance for the functioning of the e are the best criteria for 
determining the circulatory status the patient and whether 
there is adequate respiratory excha for the patient . The 
ventriclesl6 of the heart pump while the mechanism 
of breathing .is partially explained by Boyle ' s Law .l7 The 
knowledge of the latter is utilized in assisting respiration, 
giving artific ial respiration or controlling respiration. The 
value and proper usage of this knowl dge speaks for itself . 
A function indirectly concerned with both systems is 
positioning. It must be remembered hat any change in the 
incline of the patient 's body in hemodynamic and 
respiratory alterations. The nurse nesthetist must have a 
knowledge of the principles involved if she is to protect the 
patient . 18 
16Flitte r , H .. H., An Introduction to Physics in Nursing, p . 96 . 
17 Ibid q P . 99 . 
--- -
18Leffingwel1, F . E .~ ''The Anestheti t 's Responsibility for 
Malposition," The Journal of th American Ass oc iation of 
Nurse Anesthetists , 270, Novemb r 195 . 
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Research through physics has many benefits to the 
field of anesthesia . Modern appar tus is a result of many ex -
periments. Research into the caus and prevention of explosions 
has made this type of accident less common. Many advances in 
anesthesia have made possible surge y on the heart and lungs 
i'Thich could not otherwise have take place . l9 However, the most 
spectacular research investigation f the period is in relation 
to the use of equipment made possib e by discoveries in electron-
ics. The finding that the pattern f brain potentials in studies 
of electroencephalography was closely to the depth of 
anesthesia and that the first impending cardiac and 
respiratory depressions were reveal d by changes in this elec -
trical pattern has many significanc s in the future of anesthe -
sia and the functioning of the anes hetist in this field . 20 
Bas is of Hy othesis 
. Because of the type of develop ent in anesthesia and 
surgery which has been described~ i is obvious that the nurse 
anesthetist should know more in the science of physics . 
Less than one fourth of the gr 
thetis ts tested in this study will 
fourths of the items on the tes t. 
of graduate nurse anes -
correct l y to three 
l9Jackson, D.E. j 11Jmesthesia Equj_pment from 1914-1954 and Experi-
ments Leading to Its Developme t," .Anesthesiology ~ November 
1955 . 
, . 
20Thatcher ~ op . cit ., p ~ 176 . 
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CHAPTE III 
METHOD 1LOGY 
In order to determine how gra uate nurse anesthetists rate 
in their comprehension of some of principles of physics, the 
investigator constructed a test Which inc l uded a selected number 
of these principles. In addition~ the writer asked the partici-
pants to provide personal data on a questionnaire . In the 
analysis of the data the personal i_formation obtained about 
the participants was related to sco es obtained on the test . 
Des cription o Sample 
Four separate groups of gradua e nur se anesthetists partic -
ipated in this study . However , i n -abulating the results , t hese 
groups were not identified individu lly . 
The first group from which the data were obta i ned was at a 
meeting of twenty - nine nurse anesth tists . At the end of the 
evening meet i ng the president of th association, from whom the 
writer had previously obtained perm ssion to administer a test 
of physics, announced the proposed testing and as ked for 
volunteers . The writer di stributed of the test to every-
one hoping that all would attempt t answer the questions . This 
wa s a spontaneous quiz . There was o previous prep2ra tion for 
the subject matter . Only sixteen 0.1 the tv-renty-nine persons 
responded . Of the sixteen four wer students , therefore, the 
data from these four papers were no included in the analysis . 
-15 
The remaining thirteen persons did ot choose to participate in 
the testing . 
The second group of nurse anes hetists who were tested was 
in a specialized hospital . There h d been no previous informa-
tion given to this hospital as to type of testing that would 
be done nor the exact time that the test would be administered . 
The hospital had six graduate nurse anesthetists available for 
testing ; and of these ~ three took t e quiz . Of the thr~e who 
.did not take the test ~ one was not n duty . The other two were 
working until late in the afternoon and it did not seem advis -
ab le to ask them to take a quiz the Furthermore, the writer 
felt that all of the p articipant s s ould receive no forewarning 
of the test in order to obtain more comparable data .. Therefore ~ 
these three persons were not asked o take the quiz on another 
day . 
The third group tested was in general hospital. There 
were three persons available to par-icipate at that place and 
all consented to complete the qui z questionnaire . 
The fourth group was in a gene al hospital which employed 
nine gradua te nurse anesthetists . ·even of them participated . 
One of t~e two who did not part i c i p .te was on the three to 
eleven p.M. shift and was scheduled for a case as soon a s she 
was on duty . The other nurse depar ed at noontime . 
The participants in groups two and four took the quiz in 
the anesthesia office . The members of group three were tested 
in the alcove of the operating room . The testing environment 
-16 
for all groups was control led as mu h as possible to reduce 
distractions. 
Some Factors ~hich May Influence esponses To Specific Items 
The writer wanted to know Whic_ of the items in the quiz 
may have been measuring information which was learned during 
the nurse 's training. In order to o this_, it was necessary to 
administer the quiz to four graduat nurses. The conditions for 
the testing were identical with the experimental group . 
Bulletins from Hospital S hools of Anes thesia 
In addition to the quiz and qu stionna ire~ bulletins from 
seven hospitals ' schools of anes the ia were reviewed in order to 
find a description of the content a d time allotment of the 
course in physics. 
Description of Quiz 
In preparing the quiz, a typic 1 situation in the everyday 
practices was described. All the q estions developed were based 
on the functioning of the nurse ane thetist in this particular 
situation . 
The content of the quiz ''Physi s in Relation to Anesthesia" 
was based on some of the physical 1 ws and principles as they 
apply to the physiological processe involved in anesthesia and 
the equipment employed by the nurse anesthetist. 
The sequence of the questions allowed the order of prepar-
ation for a case by an anesthetist; that is, the assembling of 
the equipment, the arrangement of t is equipment for use~ and 
-17-
its actual usage in the administrat on of . anesthesia . This 
order of items of the test seemed 1 gical . 
The quiz consisted of questions with a possible 
score of 31 . The f irst nine items ere the completion type 
while the other ten we re multiple c oice items . The latter~ 
according to Michee l : and Karnes the most valuable type of 
questions in an objective test . multiple choice items can 
be used to measure effectively the ability of the answerer to 
interpret~ discriminate~ and select and make applications of 
. things learned~ as well as underst judgment and i nfer-
ential reasoning abil ity. questions measure 
retention of specific points and d accurate information . 
This type . is appli·cab le to any fie achievement that is 
be ing measured and it has a h i gh d scriminating value . Moreove~ 
the guessing factor tends to be mi imized.2 
done daily ·in many operating theat All of the equipment 
in the administrat ion of anesthesi . The physical principles 
involved in the test items should e integrated by the graduate 
lpor a copy of the quiz items refe to Appendix A~ 
2Michee j. ~ .. Wil liam J . , Karnes~ J . ~ lleasuring Educational Achieve-
ment _, p . 174. 
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nurse anesthetist into the clinical practice . Current litera -
ture and standard te~tbooks on the science of physics were con -
sulted before the quiz was construe ed . Each item was then 
reviewed by and discussed with a me ical anesthesiologist . 
The Importance of Each Item and the Principle Involved 
Question No . l - - is concerned with t e Horton Intercoupler . 
"The Horton Intercoupler is an electrical unit composed of 
a resistance of one megohm connecte to five leads which act as 
conductors . " This unit "alloi'fS l i zation of the electrical 
potentials between the patient ~ thetist , anesthesia appara -
trical sparks between members of th electrically connected 
group. n3 This in turn tends to loi'J r the hazards of fire and 
explosion whenever inflammable anes hetic agents are used . 
Principle - -static electricity oduce sparks which may 
ignite or expl ode inflammable gases . 
Question No . 2- - is concerned with a tank of cyclopropane gas . 
"Cycl opropane liquifies at 75 lbs . pressure per square inch 
at 2ooc."4 Inasmuch as the gas possesses this relatively high 
critical temperature and low critical pr es sure, the gas may be 
dispensed and stored as a liquid i cylinders for medicinal 
3Adriani, John~ M. D., Techniques nd Procedures of Anesthesia, 
pp. 166 -167 . 
4Adriani , John, M. D., The Chemist y of Anesthesia, p . 67 . 
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purposes . 
Prine iple --"Provided its temperatur is belovr a certain level, 
every substance in the gaseous stat can be liquified by pres -
sure."5 
Question No . 3 - -is concerned with t o gases , cyclopropane and 
di - e t{1yl ether . 
Cyclopropane has a density of .42 and the density of ether 
is 3.3. Because both of these gase are more dense than air 
(density 1), the gases trave l in a ownward direction ·before 
diffusing into the atmosphere . Shu fling of feet may cause 
stat ic electri city. With such a co centration of gas in the 
vicinity of the floor, fire and exp osive hazards are high. 
Principle--"The density of a gas is usually expressed as the 
weight in grams of one liter of tha gas . u6 ltJhen this is com-
pared with the density of air it is called specific gravity . 
Ques tion No. l~ - -is concerned vli th t e fl owmeter. 
The dry and hydraulic type of lowmeters are calibrated 
only for the particular gas for whi h the instrument is intended 
or for a gas of identical mo l ecular weight and viscosity . The 
mo l ecular weight and density of eye · opropane are simil ar to 
5Macintosh , R. R., Mushin, W. yE_ics_for the Anesthetist , 
p . 89 . 
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oxygen but their visc osities differ . A cyclopropane tank 
registering on a C02 meter indicate a figure cons i derably belo~T 
the actual flow of the gas . w flow rate the error is 
about 60 per cent . At a h i gh flow ate t he discrepancy is 
smaller . 7 The interchanging of cylinders is not advocated} but 
it can be done provided that the density and the viscosity of 
both gases are known and the rate f flow is accurately computed 
to adjust the flow to the differences in viscosity . 
Principle--"The characteristics of a gas which influence its 
rate of flow through a given const iction are (1 ) its density 
and (2) its viscosity . "8 
Question No . 5--is concerned with Law . 
Dalton's Law is concerned wit the partial pressure of 
gasses . In a mixture of gas es ~ ea h gas exerts the same amount 
of pressure as it would if it were alone . This applies in 
physiology and anesthesiology; i . e a mixture of 25 per cent 
cyclopropane, 25 per cent oxyge n a d 50 per cent nitrogen at 
atmospheric pressure would have a artial pressure of 190 ~ 190 ~ 
380 respectively. 
Principle-- Dalton ' s Law states : " · he sum of the pressure of 
each gas in a mixture equals th~ 
7Macintosh , R. R. ~ Mushin, W. W. , 
8rb~d., p. 148 . 
9American Medical Association~ 
-= 
pressure . u9 
cit . , p . 153 . 
30 . 
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Question No. 6- - is concerned with pressure . 
Pressure gradient is requi red administration of 
anesthesia . rrDuring induction her anesthesia ~ the vapor 
passes from the mask where the tens · on is 30- 40 mm:. Hg (milli -
meters of mercury) to the alveol i w ere i t is less, to the blood 
where it is still less ~ and into th- tissues v.rhere it is zero . 
During recovery the reverse 
Principle - -A gas always diffuses fr place of higher con-
the gradient pressure . 
Question No. 7- - is conce r ned with G aham ' s Law 
In comparing the rate of diffuuion of one gas with another, 
unless the densities differ conside ably , the variation in the 
rate of diffusion may be negligible . However , when the atomic 
we ights of two gases such as oxyge (16) and he l ium (4) differ, 
there is marked differences in the diffus i on of each gas in the 
mixture. This means that two times more helium than oxygen will 
flow through the orifice of a tube hich is connected to a 
mixture of the gases in a given am of time . This is one of 
the rationales for the therapeutic of he l ium . 11 
Principle- - The rate or speed of di 
-------
of a gas is i nversely 
lO i bid ., p . 130 . 
11Macintosh , R. R .~ I\'fushin , W. \L , op. cit ., p . 138 . 
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proportional to the square root of · ts density . l2 
Question No . 8--is concerned with H nry ' s Law. 
Henry ' s Lmv is concerned with the solubility of a gas in a 
liqu:Ld. Oxygen is a gas employed i all inhalation anesthes i a 
and it is of prime importance in mairttaining ad~quate oxygena-
tion of a patient . The writer decided to relate oxygen to 
Henry ' s Law , 
Oxygen is about 97 . 5 per cent as soluble in plasma as in 
wa te r . "It is striking that a per anent concent ra tion of 0 . 0004 
grems of oxygen per lOOcc of plas~a is sufficient to supply al l 
the oxygen necessary for the metab lism of the body . This is 
made possible because of the (1) i exhaustib l e reservo i r of 
oxygen in the hemoglobin~ (2) the ·nt i mate contact between 
pl asma and tissue ce l ls ~ and the s ort distances the oxygen has 
to diffuse to reach the cells . 111 3 
Pr inciple --Henry 's Law states : "I · the temperature remains 
const ant ~ the quantity o.f gas whic_ dissolves in a liquid 
varies directl y with the pressure f the gas . rrll~ 
Henry ' s Law applies only to g ses which do not combine 
chemically With the solvent . Most of the anesthetic gases are 
12West~ E . S .~ Todd, W. R .~ Textbo k of Biochemistry ~ p . 16 . 
l3Macintosh ~ R. R .~ Mushin~ W. W .~ op. c it .~ p . 185 . 
14American Medical Assoc i ation~ op cit.~ p . 32 . 
inert and are carried in solution the blood. 
Question No. 9--is concerned wit~ harle~ Law. 
Whenever a gas is heated, it ill expand 1/273 of its 
volume for each degree rise above Therefor~ all cylinders 
of gases should be stored in a coo place otherwise the expan -
sion of the gas in the cylinder~ ich leads to an increase in 
pressur~ may cause an explosion. 
Principle--Charles' Law states : 
the temperature is constant is 
absolute temperature ." 15 
e volume of a gas~ provided 
ctly proportional to its 
Question No. 10--is concerned with a laryngoscope. 
A laryngoscope is an endoscop employed for visualization 
of the larynx and trachea . It is ot a lever. 
Principle--Undue force should not e used when a laryngoscope 
is utilized to visualize the trach a because of the trauma it 
will cause . 
Question No . 11--is concerned with Be~nouilli 's Principle. 
11 In an atomizer ~ air is force through a constriction 
which communicates by a tube to a elution . As air passes over 
the constriction~ the pressure oft e air in the constriction 
decreases . The decrease is commun cated to the tube dipping 
into the solution. Because air en ers through a small opening 
lSrbid.~ p.28. 
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in the lid of the atomizer ~ the 
jected to atmospheric pressure . Si 
in the tube ~ the solution passes 
is forced through the constriction 
at the top of the tube is expel led 
spray . rrl6 
of the solution is s ub -
than that 
'VJhen air 
time ~ the solution 
nozzle i n a fine 
Principle --The ve locity of an incom_ressible fluid passing 
through a tube of varying diameter 's i ncreased a t the constric -
te d portion and reduced at the wide The ve loc i t y of 
the flowing f luid i ncreases as the ateral pressure decreases . 17 
Question No . 12 - -is concerned with n endotrachea l t ube . 
Breathing through an endotrach a l tube of inadequate b o re 
increases resistance . ''Res i stance s always harmful~ but a 
s l ight degree can be endured for a by ext ra effort on 
the part of the fit patient . An il patient~ however~ may be un-
ab le to make the e x tra effort and h s lungs will neither fill 
nor empty to the extent as before t. e resistance was inter -
posed . 1118 
nThe extra muscular work to ex and the thorax is not the 
only evil the patient has to conten with . The increase d 
negative intrapulmonary pressure rna be sufficient to upset t he 
16R 1 -i _,_ _,_ e r ~ _I.J I.J ' H. H., An Introduction t Physics in Nursing , p . 107. 
. l7American Medical Association ~ op . cit .~ p . 31 . 
l 8ooac intosh~ R . R., Mushin ~ w. w., p . cit ., p . 123 . 
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.delic at e b alance by which fluid is etained within the pulmon-
ary capillaries . u19 This st a te m0y be · c on cl. ~J.ci v e to t he develop-
ment of pulmonary edema . 
Principle--"The resistance of a pie e of apparatus to the flow 
of a gas is the pressure difference under given conditions 
between the entry and the exit port of the apparatus . "20 
Question No. 13--is concerned with lubricant . 
The surface of the membranes o er which the endotracheal 
tube passes has many irregularities so that friction occurs . 
This may cause trauma . To reduce o prevent trauma, the tube 
is lubricated . Thus molecules of bricant coat the surfaces 
of the moving object and frict i on ccurs between the molecules 
of lubricant rather than between i regularities of the tube 
and the membrane.21 
Principles- - "Because a perfectly s ooth or frictionless surface 
does not existJ a force is necessa y whenever one object moves 
along the surface of another . »22 
Question No . 14 - -is concerned with a connector . 
Local turbulence is caused by irregularities of the inner 
19rbid., p . 207 . 
20Ibid_. " p . 127 . 
21Flitter , op. cit . , p. 59. 
22stearns, H. 0 . 3 Elementary Medic l Physics, p. 48 . 
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wall of a tube and sudden alteratio s in the bore of tubes or 
connectors. Obviousl~ a 
right angle connector . 
Principle --A gas flows through 
walls of the tube ~ providing a 
laminar flow. If~ however~ 
ector is preferred to a 
and moves parallel to the 
h orderly flow known as 
of flow are not parallel 
to the wall of the tube but irregul r , the disorderly flow is 
called turbulence.23 
Question No . 15--is concerned with ether~ a volatile liquid. 
If air or gas flows over the s rface of a liquid~ the 
vapor of' this liquid is carried aw y and is replaced by fresh 
vapor . This continuous process of evaporization is accompanied 
by a corresponding loss of heat . evaporates~ heat is 
consumed . When the outside source of heat is small, the heat is 
taken from the liquid itself and tle temperature falls' . With 
the fall in temperature of a liqui ether~ there is a corre-
spending decrease in the speed of vaporation. If the ether 
bottle is surrounded by a containe of warm water ~ there will 
not be such a rapid fall in the te perature of the liquid be-
cause the water acts as an outside supply of heat.24 
Pri ncipl e - -Molecules escape fr om t e surface of a liquid to 
form a vapor . This is called evap ration and many different 
23Macintosh~ R. R .~ Mushin, W. W., op. cit., p. 122. 
24 Ibid., p . 29. 
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factors are empl oyed to accelerate he process of vaporiza -
tion . 25 
Question No . 16- - is concerned with ntravenous fluids . 
"Other factors be ing equal, th f low rate of a fluid is 
inversely proportional to the visco ity , therefore physiological 
saline solution will fl ov.r more rap i l y than blood . !!26 
Principl e --Viscosity is one of the ntrinsic properties of a 
fluid which influences its rate of low . 
Question No . l 7 --is concerned with i. tr avenous control drip clamp . 
This clamp shoul d be placed at the level with the needle . 
I f a c l amp is placed high in relati n to the needle, the pressure 
in the tubing below it is less than a tmospheric pressure . If 
there should be a smal l hole in the t ubing , air will enter . 
Small bubb les of air coalesce and a e carried toward the needle . 
Fatal cases of air embolism from th·s cause have been reported.27 
Principle - - nLiquids exert pressure virtue of their weight. rr28 
The greater the column of liquid , tle greater the pressure at 
the level of the clamp . Below the clamp, the column of fluid is 
less and consequently the pressure is less . 
25American Medical Ass ociation, op . cit . , p. 
26~.c- ll·rr e-.L~_ , o·p Cl· t p oo H " v u _ o o ' o . _;;) o 
27Macintosh, R. R., Mushin , W. W., o . cit ., p . 135 . 
28Flitter , op . cit . , p . 84 . 
Question No. 18--is concerned suction apparatus . 
A suction apparatus is used to aspirate mucous or other 
secretions from the patient ' s atory tract. 
Principle--suction i s present where there is subatmospheric 
pressure. It is possible to remove the liquid and only part of 
the gas from a container, therefore only a partial vacuum is 
formed. .A partial vacuum refers to a gas of lmv pressure . Be -
cause gases and liquids flow from p aces of high pressure to 
places of lowe r pressure, fluids su jected to atmospheric or 
greater than atmospheric pressure f ow into a container which i s 
at subatmospheric pressure. This i the basis for the operation 
of a suction apparatus . 29 
Question No . 19--is concerned with ravity. 
The Trendelenberg position pla es the patient's body in a 
head down position. This facilitat s drainage for mucous and 
vomitus 3 and prevents aspiration . 
Principle--"Gravity is the force vvh ch causes objects to 
accelerate toward the center of the earth ."30 
Conditions Accompanying th Administration of 
the Quiz and Questionnaire 
The writer was present when every quiz was taken. The 
time a llotted was thirty minut es. No identification was required 
29rbid. J p . 106. 
30rbid.) p. 4 3 . 
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by the participants and there was to be no communication among 
the participants. Regarding the latter , it was noticed that 
among the 25 test papers, two entical responses to al l 
items . These papers were not ded . 
Summary of e Quiz 
Each question of the quiz is c ncerned either with an 
article of equipment or the gas law , and the physical principle 
vthic n is .involved. 
EQUIPMENT PR NCIPLE INVOLVED 
1 . The Horton Intercoupler El ctrical resistance 
2 . A tank of cyclopropane Li_uefaction of a gas 
3 . Two gases Sp cific gravity of gases 
4. A flowmeter Mo · ecular weight 
5 . Dalton's Law Pa tial pressure of gases 
6. Pressure Gradient Di~fusion of gases 
7~ Graham 's Law e of diffusion of gases 
8 . He-nry 's Law So ubil ity of a gas in liquid 
9 . Charles' Law ansion of a gas 
10. A laryngoscope 
-- force 
11. An atomizer 
12 . An endotracheal tube 
Bernouilli ' s Principle 
Re istance 
13. A lubricant 
14. A curved connector 
15 . Ether, a volatile liquid 
16 . Intravenous fluid Vi cosity of a fluid 
EQUIPI'If..ENT (Cont inued) 
17. A drip control clamp 
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NCIPLE I~NOLVED (Continued) 
ssure in liquids 
18 . A suction apparatus atmospheric pressure 
19. An operating room table 
All the items of the quiz coul be classified into three 
branches of the science of physics - these are mechanics, heat, 
and electricity . Therefore, it is to place these items 
into three categories . Under mecha ics the following items may 
be placed : Number 3-8pecific gravi y, Number 6-Pressure 
gradient, Number 5 -Dal ton ' s Law, Nu ber 7 -Graha.m 1 s Law , Number 
8 -Henry 's Law, Number 9 - Charles 1 Lav , Number 18-Suction, Number 
4 -Molecular weight , Number 12- Resi tance , and Number 14-
Turbulent f lm·J. 
The mechanics of liquids may i elude Items Number 11-
Bernouilli ' s principle , Number 17-P essure in liquids, a nd 
Number 16-Concerned with viscosity . 
The other group of items under mechanics may include Items 
Nuinber 19-Gravity, Number 13-Fricti n, and Number 10 -Concerned 
with the l aryngoscope . 
The category of heat may be associe.ted with Item Number IS -
Vaporization. The category of electrodynamics may include Item 
Number 1-0hm 's Law . 
Description of the uestionnaire 
Since , within the purposes e study, it was essential 
to secure personal data about the re ·pondents , a questionnaire 
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to secure this information , the quiz . This consisted 
of five questions which pertained t the education and e.x:per -
ience of t he respondent. All questtons required an answer of 
one or two words except the last wh ch asked for a reason for 
their particular answer . 
To the first question, the res ondent indicated whether or 
not she v'JaS cl member of the America Association of Nurse 
Anesthetists . The second question sked for the length of her 
formal training in a nesthesia, whil the third was concerned 
with the leng th of her employment a. an anesthetist . The fourth 
questi o n deals with her past educat on in the science of physics. 
The fifth question asked for a reas n why the respondent did or 
did not consider physics essent i a l n an anesthesia course . 
These data were a nalyzed and subseq .ently compared with the 
malysis of the responses to the que tions on the quiz in a n 
attempt to determine the nature of Jhe correlation between the 
experience and education of the nur. e anesthetist and the 
results of the quiz. 
- 3 -
CHAPTE lV 
RESUL 
Bulletins of Hospi tal Schoo l s of Anesthesia 
The bulletins of seven approv hospital schoo l s of anes-
thes ia were reviewed to find out w was offered to the nurse 
anesthetist in the science of phys · cs . The bul letins reviewed 
were from hospitals situated in th southern ~ midwestern and 
eastern parts of the United States. It was found tha t only one 
of the bulletins mentioned the number of hours allocated to the 
science of physics and this Wc: s in comb i nation with the science 
of chemistry . However~ all a.re ap· roved schools; therefore it 
may be ciS Sumed that these hospitals fulfil l the required minimum 
of theory hours allocated to the urit of chemistry and phys ics . 
In the minimum curriculv.m of the .Association of Ntlrse 
Anesthetists~ it is stated that there should be thirty hours for 
the study of chemistry and physics . 
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TABLE I 
C0f.1PARISON OF LENGTH OF PHYS CS COURSE FOR SEVERAL 
SCHOOLS OF ANESTHESIA 
HOSPITAL 
S CHOOL 
No . 1 
No . 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
No . 5 
No . 6 
No. 7 
COIV1MENTS IN THE BULLETII 
"The School of Anesthesia is 
approved by the American 
A~sociation for Nurse Ane -
thetists." 
LENGTH OF 
COURS E 
12 mo . 
The outline of the course 12 mo . 
does not mention the scie 
of physics . 
'~asic sciences are stres ed, 12 mo . 
anatomy, physiology , phar 
macology , pathology , phys · cs 
and chemistry . " 
'~cience related to the 12 mo . 
Administration of Anesthe 
sia." The unit of chemis 
and physics is 30 hours. 
11 Instruction is given in 15 mo. 
theoretical aspects and 
clinical application of a 
drugs and techniques in 
accepted usage . u Related 
sciences 90 hours . 
"Didactic lectures presented 18 mo . 
by various members of the 
staff . " Unit of chemistr 
and physics is mentioned . 
"Our curriculum is in ace rd - 18 mo. 
ance with the American Asso -
ciation of Nurse Anesthet-· st 
with regard to the subject 
matter and cases required . '' 
TOTAL CLASS-
ROOM HOURS 
Not Stated 
250 hours 
205 hours 
209 hours 
250 hours 
Not S tated 
232 hours 
Analysis of the Quiz Items 
To enable the re a der to unders and the an a lysis of the 
d a t a ~ eac h item of the quiz is pres nted with the co r rect 
a ns v.Jer inserted for the completion -ype question; the correct 
a nswe r in the multiple choice items which a re the last ten 
items , i s underlined . 
The numb er of correct, incorre t and no responses for 
ea ch spa c e to be filled in for the ompletion t y pe has been 
shown. Tab u lation of the multiple hoice items a lso is shown 
by using the correct, incorrect and no response c a tegories. 
Inf erences have been drawn each question of the quiz. 
In each instance these follow the s· atistical d a ta. 
On as semb ling the equipment , o:e of the items you take is 
a Horton Intercoupler. This is an lectrical unit which has 
the resistance of ONE l-"'IEGOHI'-1 . The urpose of the device is to 
EQUALIZE electrical potentials betw en the connected group . 
Prob lems related to electrical resistance can be calculated 
according to OHM'S LAW . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANSWER 
SPACE I 
4 
11 
10 
-35~· 
It is evi dent t hat very few ar 
pertaining to the Horton I ntercoupl 
the sample had the entire answer co 
of it correct . 
QUESTION NO . 2 
Having ga thered all the equipm 
also t ken . The movement of fluid 
that thi s g~s is safely dispensed a 
reason that this c n be done is due 
has a relatively HIGH critical temp 
pressure . If a gas is compressed_, 
that t he heat liberated is removed . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANSWER 
SPACE I 
10 
11 
l_~ 
SPACE II 
8 
12 
5 
S PACE III 
4 
7 
14 
acquainted with informat ion 
r or Ohm' s Law. No one i n 
rect , however some had parts 
nt _, a t ank of cyclopropene is 
n the tank reca l ls to mind 
d stored as a liquid . The 
to the fact that this gas 
rature and P LOW critic a l 
t wil l LIQlJEFY provided 
SPACE II SPACE III 
15 11 
6 5 
4 9 
Many placed "low " in both the irst and second space while 
others reversed the positi on of 11hi rh 11 and ' lm'l 11 • This seems to 
indicate that the term 11 critical te perature 1' and ncrit cal 
pressure '' are not well understood . 
Q1ESTION NO~~~ 
While testing the machine f or eaks_, you keep i n mind th t 
cyclopropane and ethe r are two gase that t end t o travel DO\vN-
1/JARD before diffus ing into the atmo phere . This is d.ue to the 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY of the gases . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANS vJER 
SPACE I 
19 
2 
4 
SPACE II 
5 
17 
3 
This tabulation indicates that almost two -thirds of the 
persons knew in which direction the g s v-mul d travel ; in other 
words, they knew what woul d happen ut they di d not know why . 
QUESTION NO. 4. 
Further inspection of the anes hesia machine reveals that 
it is an old Heidbrink model . The 
only for 02, N20, and C0 2. Can you 
ter cyclopropane ? YES . If s~ whic 
CO? F~OHMETER . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ArJSWER 
SPACE I 
16 
9 
lowmeters are calibrated 
.s e thi s ma chine to adminis -
flowmeter should be used? 
SPACE II 
11 
~-
10 
A little over half of the grou r answered this question in 
the affirmative, but only about hal kne'tv \..rhich flowmeter to 
employ. 
QUESTION NO . _s_ 
The oxygen and cyclopropane fl w is started . Ac cording to 
DALTON'S Law, each gas exerts the s me amount of PRESSURE that 
it would if it were alone . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANS\TER 
SPACE I 
8 
11 
6 
SPACE II 
22 
1 
2 
In these answers there seems t be no assoc i ation between 
the name of the law and the principle involved . 
QUESTION NO . 6 
A gas or vapor travels from a lace of HIGHER concentration 
to one o:f LOVlER concentration . The difference bettveen the t;,To 
i.s called PRESSURE GRADIENT. 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANSWER 
SPACE I 
19 
3 
3 
S PACE II 
20 
2 
3 
SPACE III 
8 
7 
10 
Ab out t-v.ro - thirds of the group 1- new in which direction the 
gas traveled but few, about one -thi d_, knew vv-hat the difference 
between the two concentrations is c ll ed . 
QUESTI ON N0._7_ 
The rate of dif f usion of a gas comp ared to another varies 
INVERSELY as the square roots of the .r molecul ar \"leight s. This 
is known s GRAHAM'S Law. 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
_ 0 ANSWER 
SPACE I 
13 
2 
10 
SPACE II 
9 
7 
Approxi~ately half of the grow knew the principle while 
only a lit tle over a third associat d it with the ~ame of the 
l av!. 
QUESTION NO . 8 ..... 
Henry's Law is concerned with OLUBILITY of a gas in a 
liquid. Most anesthetic gases are nert and are carried in 
SOLUTION in blood . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
NO ANSHER 
SPACE I 
2 
14 
9 
SPACE II 
10 
14 
11 
This tabulation reveals that t is law is not well known . 
QUESTION NO. 9 
If a gas is heated~ it will EX AND. .The change is 1/273 
of its volume for every degree rise in temperature. This _s 
associated with CHARLES ' Law. 
- - ·--
CORRECT 
INCORREC'I' 
NO ANSWER 
SPACE I 
14 
6 
5 
SPACE II 
5 
7 
13 
This principle was known by on -half of the groupJ but 
there was failure to ass oci a te the arne of the law with the 
principle invo lved by 20 persons . 
QUESTION NO. ~0 
When the patient is sufficient y anesthetized2 intubation 
is attempted . A laryngoscope is us d for the purpose . This 
instrument is used as a 
a . bent lever 
b . wedge 
c . neither a nor b. 
CORRECT 17 
INCORRECT 8 
- -:>8 --
-_) 
This instrument is used to vi s ~alize the trachea . The 
majority of this group realize that it is ne i ther a bent lever 
nor a wedge . 
The voca l cords are then spray d with 4 per cent cocaine . 
The atomizer used for th i s procedur utilizes 
---
a . Avogadro's Hypothesis 
b . Bernouilli's Principle 
c . Donner effect . 
CORRECT 7 
INCORRECT 7 
NO ANSWER 11 
About one-quarter of the group knew the correct answer . 
The endotra chea l tube selected is one having as wi de a 
lumen a.__, possible and i s as shor t a possible . This i s done i n 
order to 
a . l ower resistance 
b . lower density 
c . lower humidity. 
CORRECT 23 
INCORREC T 1 
NO ANSWER 1 
All but two realized the impor ance of the correct selec -
tion of an endotracheal tube . 
QUESTIO~I_NO.:. _U- _-
Before i nsertion of the tube, t is lubricated. This is 
done in order to facilit ate inserti n and to 
---
a . inc rease cohesion 
b . prevent friction 
c. prevent absorption. 
CORRECT 2~ 
INCORRECT 
NO ANST'lER 1 
_..., . 
- :J./ -
All except one person realize . the importance of lubrica-
ting a tube before inserting it in o the trachea. 
QUESTION NO. 1~ 
In order to connect the endot acheal tube to the anesthesia 
machine~ a curved connector is use • This is preferable be-
cause 
--~ 
a . it creates more turbul nt flow of the gas 
b . it creates less turbul nee 
c . for no definite reason . 
CORRECT 15 
INCORRECT 10 
NO ANSWER 
Forty per cent of the group d , d not realize that a curved 
connector will create a less turbul nt f low of gas . This is 
important to know because, when turbu ence is decreased, resistance 
to the flow of gas is also decrease . A condition of least 
resistance is what is desired~ for esist ance always carries a 
certain degree of harm . 
QUESTION NO . 1-5 
Ether ~ a vo latile agent , is in reduced into the circuit. 
Vaporization is accelerated by 
---+-
a . absorption coefficient f ether 
b . raising the temperature of the ether vaporizer 
c . humidity of gases in th circuit . 
CORBECT 22 
INCORRECT 2 
NO ANSWER 1 
The majority of nurse anes thetfsts in this group knew how 
to accelerate the vaporization of 1 quid ethe r . 
QUESTION NO . 16 · . 
An intravenous drip of lOOOcc 
water is started with an 18 gauge n 
necessary to give 500cc of blood. 
it is found that the blood drips mo 
in \'Tater . This is due to __ _ 
f 5 per cent dextrose in 
edle . It is now deemed 
fter exchanging the bottles 
e slowly than the glucose 
- 4 -
a . higher specific gravity of b lood 
b . h i gher density of blood 
c . higher viscosity . 
CORRECT 16 
INCORRECT 8 
NO ANSvlER l 
Onl y 64 per cent of the group - ealized that blood will 
drip more slowly than 5 per cent de~trose in water becaus~ of 
its viscos ity . This is i mportant t know because if t he clamp 
is not released I'Then the blood is ste.rted ~ the flow vJ'i ll slovr 
down and may stop c ompletely thus necessi t ating another veni -
puncture ~o infuse the remai n ing amount of blood ~ 
QUES TION NO . 17 
You place the clamp on the tran fusion tubing as close to 
the needle as feasible . The most im ortant reason for this is 
that 
---
a . there is l ess chance of ir embolism with the clamp 
in this position . 
b . i t is more convenient fo~ the anesthetist to adjust 
the rate of f low or c l os it if a drug is injected . 
c . the clamp is less apt to be dislodged in this 
position . 
CORRECT 
INCORRECT 
l\!0 JI.NS illER 
1 2 
1 0 
~ 
...) 
Approx i mate l y half of the group 
this question . An air embol i sm may 
nurse anesthetist should rea l ize the 
intravenous clamp in the correct pos 
QUES TION NO . 18 
knew the correct answer to 
e fat al, therefore~ the 
import a nce of placing the 
tion. 
At this p oint the patient has a fa i r amoun t of secretions . 
The secretions are aspirated . Sucti n employs the principle 
of 
----
a . atmospheric pressure 
b . subatmospheric pressure 
c . positive pressure: 
CORRECT 20 
INCORRECT 3 
NO ANS vffiR 2 
-41- • 
Eighty per cent k new that suct·on e mploys the principle of 
suba t mospheric pressure. 
QUESTI ON NO . 19 
Immediately post-operatively t 
aspirated and so on begins to vomit . 
in a Trendelenberg position . This 
venting aspiration of vomitus . 
o. . gravi t y 
b . negative pressure 
c . friction . 
CORRECT 23 
INCORREC'l, 1 
NO J.. NS~'lER 1 
Every nurse anesthetist employ 
the answers ind icate d that only 92 
the correct a nswer . 
Comments a t the En 
In refe r ence to the comments a 
e patient is extubat ed ~ is 
The operating tab le is put 
akes use of in pre -
this principle ; however~ 
er cent of this group knew 
of the Quiz 
t he end of the quizJ e leven 
persons responded . There seemed to be n o significant re l ition -
s hip b etween the persons wh o did con ent and those who d id not . 
Six of the nurse anesthetists who r sponde d ranked in t he upper 
eleven scores while the other five e r sons were in the lower 
half of the group by score s . IV.Iost f the comments g i ven rel a ted 
to the essentiality of physics and 'he need for review , although 
Indi vtdual Number 13 stated tha t th qui z was '1' too' technical and 
too bBsic." 
One of the most favoreble comm was ma de by Ind ividual 
Numb e r 7. She stated the fol l owing : "This seems a g ood t est of 
the anesthet is t ' s knowledge of phys~cs in relation to anesthesia 
a s far a s it goes . Co nsiderably mo-e about the different t ypes 
of machines and the phys ics invo l ve in respiration should be 
asked . 11 
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INTERPRETATION OF TABLE II 
The number of correct scores f r each item of the quiz is 
specified i n Tab le II. . Questions number one to nine had two 
or three parts to the answer. The irst nine items were of the 
completion type while the last ten 1 ere rnultiple choice items. 
The f i rst nine questions had a possible correct score of 
525 for 25 persons . There were 232 correct answers , 151 incor-
rect answers and 142 in i'lhich no an given . Therefore, 
there were 232 correct answers agai st 293 incorrect or not 
ansl'lered. 
Only nine of the twenty-one sp ces of these first nine 
questions 11.rere completed by thirtee or more persons . 
The lastten items, multiple ch ice questiortb had a poss_ble 
score of 250 for twenty- five person • the correct answers 
obtained were 179 , incorrect 50 and 21 with no answer written. 
Therefore there was a total of 179 correct answers to 71 incOr- . 
rect or unanswered. 
Nine of the ten spaces were answered by thirteen or more 
people. 
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TABLE II 
CORRECT AND INCORREC T RESPONS s TO ITEMS OF THE QUIZ 
EN 'I' IRE AN-
ITEr1 CORRECT NO ANSiJ,TER S ~JER CORRECT 
-----
1 . SPACE 1 4 11 10 
2 8 12 5 0 
3 !~ 7 14 
2 . SPACE 1 10 11 4 
2 15 6 l.f- 5 
3 11 5 9 
-=< SPACE 1 19 2 4 _, . 
2 5 17 3 5 
l! . • SPACE 1 16 9 
2 11 4 10 11 
s. SPACE 1 8 11 6 
2 22 1 2 8 
6. SPACE 1 19 3 3 
2 20 2 3 7 
3 8 7 10 
7. SPACE 1 13 2 10 
2 9 9 7 7 
8 . SPACE 1 2 14 9 
2 9 5 11 2 
9 . SPACE 1 14- 6 5 
2 5 7 13 5 
232 151 142 so 
10 . 17 8 
11 . 7 7 11 
12. 23 3.: 1 
13 . 24 . 1 
14. 15 10 
15. 22 2 1 
16. 16 8 1 
17. 12 10 3 
18 . 20 3 2 
. 19 . 23 1 1 
--=-=--- --
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Registered 
In order to determine if any 
the nurse anesthet i s t or could be 
were discreet for 
own by the active registered 
nurse, the quiz was administered to four registered nurse s .. 
Three were employed as operating room nurses and the fourth was 
a private duty nurse . The quiz was taken in the operating room 
office by three while the fourth a swered it in the nurse's 
residence . All took approximate l y fifteen minutes . The 
decrease in time in comparison to the graduate nurse anesthetist 
is due to the fact that these nurses did not answe·r the ques-
tionnaire pertaining to personal data . There were also many 
items that these nurses did not .ansqer in the quiz since this 
quiz was constructed primarily for the nurse anesthetist . 
As the nurses returned their ~est , the writer asked each 
one if she had a course in physics in high school. It was 
found that one nurse had a course ·n physics in high school . 
No one from this group had a ttende college ; their formal 
educa tion ended with their trainin program in nursing . 
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TABLE I I 
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN ITEM SC RES BETWEEN REGISTERED 
NURSE AND ANES HETIST 
ITEMS 25 NURSE ANESTHET STS 4 REG IS TERED NURSES 
Number Per ent Number Per cent 
16 16 4 100 
19 23 4 100 
13 24 3 75 
15 22 2 50 
17 12 2 50 
18 10 2 50 
6---part I 19 2 50 
part II 20 2 50 
9 - --part I 14 2 50 
In tabulating the r esults of t is quiz taken by four nurs~ 
it was found t hat Items:Humber 16 cerned with the viscosity 
of blood and N1umber 13 concerned h the principle of gravity 
were known by 100 per cent of the r gistered nurses . This is 
not surprising since the nurse does supervise transfusions and 
often employs the principle of grav , ty in nursing post-operative 
patients . 
Iten Number 13 is concerned wi b. fr iction. In this answer 
the nurse anesthetis~ ranked cent to the r e s ister-
ed nurses' 75 per cent . All tubes~ endotracheal_, L .evine 
or rectal _, are lubricated before the are inserted into the 
patient to reduce friction . These 
both the registered nurse and the 
items are employed by 
anesthetist . It would 
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be expected that a ll of the nurses n both samples would 
respond correctly . 
Items Numbered 15~ 17 ~ and 18 ~ere known by 50 per cent of 
t he r egi stered nurses . Item Number 15 was concerned with 
acceleration of vaporizat ion of l iq id ether; Item Number 18 
was concerned with suction. On bot of these items the nurse 
Emesthetist ranked higher than the ther group . Item Number 17 
which was concerned with the placem nt of the clamp on the 
intravenous tubing was known by app oximately half of the 
number of each group. Of the six i ems just discussed_, f ive 
are used by both the registered nur e and the nurse anesthetist 
and it is expected that both should have scored correctly on 
the five items . The registered nur es scored higher in two of 
these five items_, namely that conce ned with the viscosity of 
blood and the principle of gravity . 
The other items tabulated l'rere Number 6 (part I-II) and 
Number 9 (part I) . The registered urses scored 50 per cent on 
these items while the nurse anesthe ists ranked higher . This 
occurence might be expected because these items pertained to 
the diffusion and. behavior of gases a subject with which the 
nurse anesthet ist deals constantly, 
It was the intention of the wr ter to relate the informa -
tion obtained in each questionna i re Wi th the corresponding score 
ach~eved by each i ndividua l graduat nurse anesthetist . The 
range of raw scores of twenty-five ·raduate nurse anesthetists 
was seven to twenty-six . The highe t possible score was 31 . 
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The mean of these scores for this s mple was 16 . 44 and the 
standard deviation was 5 . 99 . 
Interpretation f Table IV 
Scores and the Employment Period 
Table IV presents the raw scor s of the quiz for each 
individual . These are presented ac ording to the length of 
time of employment beginning from t e shortest to the longest . 
The first seven individuals had beet employed one to ten months. 
These were recent graduates and the r quiz scores ranged from 
14-25 points . The arithmetic mean f these scores was 18 . 57 . 
~ifteen persons had been emplo ed less than five years 
while ten individuals had been empl yed for more than five 
years . The arithmetic mean of the ormer group was 17 .73 ; the 
latter had an arithmetic mean of 11 80 . 
Longer employment is associate with ·a lower score on the 
quiz . 
Member of the American Association f Nurse Anesthetists 
From the first question on the questionnaire, it wa~ dis -
covered that five of the seven ·who ere recent graduates did 
not belong to the American Associat on of Nurse Anesthetists . 
An explanation for this situation i that they have not taken 
the qualifying examination, or they have taken it and have not 
yet been notified of the results. nly one other person of 
the group did not belong to the Ass ciation and she had been 
employed for six years . Another son did not answer the 
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TABLE 
TEST PERFORMANCE OF SAMPLE N RELATION TO LENGTH 
OF EMPLOYMENT, MEMBERSHIP I AANA, AND LENGTH OF 
ANES THES IA C URSE 
Individuals Raw Length of AANA Length of Anesthesia 
by Number Scores Employment Member course 
Years Months Yes No JV1onths 
1 15 1 X 12 
2 25 3 X 12 
3 19 3 X 12 
4 15 8 X 12 
5 14 9 X 12 
6 19 9 X 12 
7 23 10 X 12 
8 21 1------ 6 a 12 
9 20 1---- -- 6 X 12 
10 14 2 X 12 
11 18 2------ 6 X 18 
12 13 2------ 7 X 12 
13 22 3 X 12 
14 15 3 X 12 
15 13 3------ 6 X 12 
16 9 5 X 12 
17 26 6 X 12 
18 8 6 X 12 
19 7 6---~-- 6 X 12 
20 12 9 X 8 
21 11 10 X 12 
22 16 11 X 12 
23 21 12 X 12 
24 9 21 X 6 
25 26 30 X 6 
Source: Compiled from the results f the quiz and the answers 
obtained from the first , s cond and third questions of 
the questionnaire. 
a -- no answer 
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question. In summary~ of the 25 re pondents, six did not 
be long to the American Ass ociation f Nurse Anesthetists and 
one did not answer the question . 
Formal Training in Anesthesia 
Quest ion 2 pertained to the le gth of formal training of 
the graduate nurse anesthetist. It found two nurse anes-
thetists had a fo r mal training peri d of one year ; three had 
less than one year and one had an 1 months , formal training 
period . 
Of the three individuals who h d a formal course of les s 
than twelve months, two had six and one had eight months . One 
of the individuals who trained for ix months and the one who 
trained for eight months scored in · lower third of the group 
on the quiz. Another individua l wh 
months scored in the upper half of 
whose training period was 18 months . · 
Period of Employment 
training period was s~x 
group~ as did the one 
According to the answers to qu stion number three, the span 
of the employment period was onemo th to 30 years . There were 
three indi vidu.als viho had been empl yed for one to six months ; 
four, for six months to one year ; for one to five y ears; 
f ive, for five to ten years; two , f r ten to 20 years; and two , 
for the 20 to 30 years. 
Previous Educational Courses in Physics 
In order to uti l ize the answers to number four of the 
questionnaire, the scores were arranged in order of achievement . 
!.. -----
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This is shown in Table V . 
The arrangement showed that el ven persons were above the 
mean (16 . 44) of the group . The ari'hmet i c mean of the upper 
eleven was 21.84 . 
Two people sc ored twenty - six 
been employed as a graduate nurse 
The other he.d been employed 
the information that she was the 
thesia . Neither one of them had 
school or college . 
a 
One of these had 
30 years . 
She a l so volunteered . 
of a schoo l of anes-
in physics in high 
The participants who ranked th "rd , fourth and fifth scored 
25 , 23 , and 22 points respectively . These three had a course 
of physics in high school or colleg • Hm·.;ever, participant 
number 6 't'rho scored 21 did not have any supplement ary course in 
physics, but she was a fa i rly new g adua te and had been employed 
for only 18 months . The graduate n.rse anesthetists who ranked 
seventh and eighth scored 21 and 20 points in that order. They 
had a course in physics in addition to that received in the 
school of anesthesia. Participants number 9 and 1 0 did not have 
a physics course in high school nor in college . Howe ver, these 
also were fairly new graduates. 
three months arid nine months in 
numb er 11 scored 1 8 points and had 
high school and college . 
y had been employed for 
order . Participant 
course of physics in both 
Of the twenty-five graduate nu.se anesthetists , three had 
physics in high school, one had it college, and two had i t 
ACHIEVEMENT IN RELATION TO COURSES IN PHYSICS 
Course of 
Individual Scores High College Anesthesia Length of 
by Number School course Employment 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Years Months 
25 26 X X X 30 
17 26 X X X 6 
2 25 X X X 3 
7 23 X X· X 10 
13 22 X X X 3 
8 21 X X X 18 
23 21 X X X 12 
9 20 X X ·x 18 
3 19 X X X 3 
6 19 X X X 9 
11 18 X X X 18 
22 16 X X X 11 
1 15 X X X 1 
4 15 X X X 8 
14 15 X X X 3 
5 14 X X X 9 
10 14 X X X 2 
12 13 X X X 2- ---- 7 
15 l":< X X X 3----- 6 - ...) 
20 12 X X X 9 
21 11 X X X 10 
16 9 X X X 5 
24 9 X X X 21 
18 8 X X X 6 
19 7 X X X 6----- 6 
in both high school and college . ese s i x participants ranked 
among the upper eleven by scores . re l ation t o physics in 
the course of anesthesia ~ only one f the upper eleven did not 
h ave it . 
Seven of those who ranke d the upper eleven by sc ores 
h ad been employed for a period ree to 18 months. The 
other four indi v idua ls had bee n emp oy ed for 3 years, 6 years ~ 
12 years , and 30 years respectively 
The gradua te nurse anesthetist who had been employed 6 
years and another one who had been mployed for 30 years were 
the tvw l'fho obtained the highest sc res . The individual who 
had been employed for 3 years had a course in physics in high 
school i•Ihi l e the one employed for a pe riod of 12 y e ars had a 
course o f physics in college . 
The mean for individuals r anki g in the lower fourteen was 
12 . 21 ; The top score of this secti n was 16 while t he lowest 
wa s seven . No one in this group ha phys ics in either high 
school or col le ge , and five did not have it in their course of 
anesthesia . 
Physics Essential 
In response to question five o the q uestionnai re , 22 out 
of 25 answered nyes" that a c ourse f physic s in ane sthes ia 
training was essential. The other hree persons made the 
fo llo\lling conunents : Ind i vidual Num er 12, ''Only the basic 
principles and knowledge and unders anding of the gas l aws . '' 
She obtaine d a quiz score of 13 .. I dividual Numbe r 19 answered ~ 
"Not especia lly , physiology covers ,uch in the science of 
physics needed . " She obtained a qu·z score of 7 . Individual 
Number 18 did not answer the Her quiz score was 8 . 
In answer to the second question five , 21 gave a 
reason why they considered physics n essential course in 
anesthesia . S orne voltmteered a sin le reason v.rhile others 
indic ated two or three . Thirteen o the group considered 
physics valueb le as a foundation to the anesthesia course . Nine 
of the participants stated that the gas laws were very important . 
Four considered physics vital to th understanding of physiology 
and two suggested that it was neces ary to the use of equipment . , 
Indi vid.ual Number 4 wrote , nYes , b u don ' t feel I had enough . " 
Summarizationof the Data 
The results of the test used i this study would indicate 
that the graduate nurse anesthetist which were sampled seemed 
to have little knowledge of physics in re l a tion to anesthesia. 
The dat a further shows that there i some relationship between 
the recency of the course in anesth sia and test performa nce ; 
that is, in genera l the more recent graduates from schools of 
anesthesia attained higher scores . Whether this is due to the 
more recent classroom instruction ol this group or better 
theoretical preparation could not b J determined from the data 
obtained from this investigation . 
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This study was undertaken by t e writer because of her 
interest in anesthesiology. 
anesthetist has insufficient 
hypothesized tha t the nurse 
ge of physics in relation to 
anesthesia . This may prove to be h zardous in some situations . 
The tremendous importance of the sc "ence of physics was pre-
sented in Chapter II . It is vita l o the nurse anesthetist 
because (1) of its interrelationshi with other sciences which 
are signific ant in administering an sthesia; ( 2) of many 
physical principles involved in the use of the equipment ; (3) 
the hazards to the patients through complic a tions if the a nes -
thetis t fails to adhere to the phys·cal principles involved in 
the adminis tration of anesthesia . 
The study attempted to measure the knowledge of the 
graduate nurse anesthetist in some f the physical principles 
which ere related to everyday adminJLstration of anesthesia. 
Twenty-fj_ve graduate nurse anesthet · sts participated in this 
testing . 
The quiz was constructed by th writer and reviewed by a 
medical anesthesiologist . There we~e nineteen questionsJ nine 
were of the completion type and the others were mul tiple choice 
items . The total poss ible score wa thirty-one . A question-
naire of five questions pertaining o personal data preceded 
the quiz. The investiga tor utilize this information in 
interpreting the individual ' s obtained in the quiz . 
In additi on, the writer wishe to learn which , if any , 
items of t he quiz might be common lnowledge for nurses not 
prepared in anesthesia . Therefore , the quiz was administered 
to four registered nurses . 
Seven hospital bulletins from schools of anesthesia for 
nurses were reviewed to determine t e content and time a llotted 
to the sc ience of physics. The results of this study were 
tabulated and ana lyzed . 
The hypothesis was 
Conclusi ns sub~tantiatld . Only 16 per cent of the 
group had three - fourths of the 31 i ems correct . The results of 
the quiz demonstrated a need education in the science 
of physics. The mean of the group f scores was 16 . 44 . There -
fore, it is possible that the nurse anesthetist does not have 
adequate knowledge of the physical rinciples involved in 
anesthesia . Moreover, it was nt that the individuals who 
had physics in high school or colle e scored higher than the 
other's . Al l of those who had addit anal courses in physics 
ranked in the upper half of the gro1p. The majority of nurse 
anesthetists considered physics an ssential science in the 
course in anesthesia . The time of employrnent seemed 
to hwe some bearing on the results btained in the quiz . Many 
of the recent gPaduates were among he top half in rank score 
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In testing the four graduate n1rses~ there were three items 
that may have been known by the nur e anesthetist bec aus e of 
her previous experience as a regist red nurse . It was a l s o 
evident in this situ a tion that the ... eg:Lstered nurse v-rho had 
physics i n high school scored highe than the other three nurses . 
In review of the bulletins of even hospital schools of 
and fe w stated the definite hours a lotted to the science of 
physics . From the s e seven bul letin it wa s noted tha t the trend 
in the se schools is to lengthen the courses . However , it was 
further no ted that it was not the c inical experierice that was 
lengthened, but the theory or the c assroom hours. 
Recommenda ions 
Bas ed on the findings in this tudy , it wou l d appe ar that 
the minimum requirements for phys :i.c] in the curriculum for the 
preparation of the nurse anesthetis J should be more explicit 
than was found to be described i n t 1 e seven catalogues reviewe d. 
Effective learning might best be a clieved through planned cor-
relation between classroom, laborat a nd clinical practice in 
relation to physics. 
The items identified previousl under mechanics, heat a nd 
invol ved with its applicat i on in th field of anesthesia and 
perhaps in another related field. ypothetical situa tions may 
be set up to teach the student problem solving technique ; 
these situations would ari thmetic problems to 
teach the student how to compute t e formulas assoc i ated with 
these principles . Other teaching 
would also be employed to clari fy 
in order that the student 
ids that may be ava ilable 
he meaning of these principles 
stand them . 
These teaching aids may movies , slidre, 
tours , clinical observations for t e dismantling of anesthetic 
machines, reference books , and periodicals . 
The student may be expected to use her ingenuity in sma l l 
projects such as devising a diagram or chart to clarify a prin -
ciple _, giving an oral report pertai1ing to the discovery of a 
principle_, or demonstrating the pri1cipl e . Then the student 
may be taught how to relate it to t e clinical area . In sum-
mary, the nurse anesthetist , as a s~udent , may learn the history 
of the discovery of the physical pr "ncip l e , if such knowledge 
is available , what the principle i s about , what it is , and how 
to apply it through practice to ane thesia . 
During the latter part of her -raining, the student may be 
asked to report on a research progr m which she has undertaken 
in some area . In addition to learn "ng by doing from the 
rese2rch, the student woul d from the discipline involved 
in utilizing the scientific method f solving prob l ems. 
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APPEND :X A 
PHYSICS IN RELATION TO ANESTHESIA 
1 . Are you a member of the American Associ a tion of Nurse 
Anes t het i s t? 
2. How long was your formal training i n anesthesia? 
3. How long have you been emp oyed as an anesthetist? 
4. Did you have any courses ir phys ics in high school, 
college or i n your anesthesia coursE? 
5. Do y ou consider this cours E essential i n anesthesia? 
Re as on . 
Thi s is a hypoth~tical case set f orth with the inten tion to 
bring out some of the fundamentals of physics in relation to 
anesthesia. You are ass i gned to g i ve an anesthesia to an adult 
male , risk A. The operat i on is i n the neck area . Taking al l 
the data into consideration, the medica l anesthetist s ugges t s 
tha t you give cyclopropane induction , i n tubate the patient and 
carry him in a light plane .of ether anesthesia. 
1 . On assemb ling the equipment , one of the items you take 
is a Horton Intercoupler . This i s ap electrical unit which has 
the resist ance of The purpose of t h i s devke 
is to electrical potentials be t ween the con-
nected group . Prob lems related to e~ectrical resistance c n b e 
calcul ted acc ording to Law. 
2 . Having gathered all the equ.Lpment, a tank of cyclopro -
pane is a l so taken . The movement of fl uid in the t nk re c al ls 
to mind that t his gas is safe l y disp::msed and stored as a liquid . 
The reason that t h i s c an be done is ~ue to the fact that this 
gas has a rela tive l y critical tempe rature 
and a critic a l pressure. If a gas i s 
compressed~ it Wi l~l--------- provided tha t the heat 
liberate d is removed. 
3 . While testing t he machine f)r leaks, you keep in mind 
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that cyclopropane and ethe r are two gases that tend to tr vel 
before diffusing into the atmosphere . 
This is due to the of the gases . -
4. Further inspection of the 
that it is an old Heidbrink mode l. 
brat ed only for 02~ N20 and C02 . 
dminis"te:;.· c~•c l opr<Jpc:L e? _ _ _ _ 
be used'Z 
- - ------
anesthesi a machine reveals 
The f l owmeters are call -
Can you use this m chine to 
_ f so vlhich flov.rmet e r should. 
5. The oxygen and cyclopropa e flow is started . According 
to Law each gas e erts the same amount of 
that it would if it 1-'Tere alone . 
6 . A gas or vapor travels fr 
concentrat ion to one of 
difference between the ti'm is call 
a place of 
concentration . The 
the Pressure 
7 . The rate of diffusion of , gas compared to another 
v ries as the square oo~ of their molecular weigh• 
This is kno rn a-s--- Law . 
8 . Henry's Law is concerned 
a gas _n liquid . Most anesthetic 
carried in in 
9 . If a gas is heated~ it wi 
is 1/273 of its volume for every d 
of 
inert nd are 
The change 
rise in temperature. 
This is ssociated with ------------~-------
Law . 
10. When the patient is suffi iently anesthetized, _ntub a -
tion is attempted . A laryngoscope is used for this procedure . 
This instrument is used as a 
a . bent lever 
b . wedge 
c . ne ither a nor b . 
11. The vocal cords are then prayed with 4% cocaine. The 
atomizer used for this procedure u ilizes 
a . Avogadr o's Hypothesis 
b . Bernouilli's principl 
c . Donner effect . 
12 . The endotracheal tube sel cted is one h ving as wide a 
lumen and is as short as possible . Th s is done in order to 
a . lower resistance 
b . lower density 
c . __ :],ower humidity. 
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13 . Before insertion of the t be, it is lubri cated . This 
is done in order to facilitate inse t ion and to 
a . increase cohesion 
b . prevent friction 
c. prevent absorption . 
14 . In order to connect the e dotracheal tube to the 
anesthesia machine , a curved connec or is used . This is prefer-
able because 
a . it creates more turbu ent flow of the gas 
b . it creates less turbu ence 
c. for no definite reaso . 
15 . Ether , a volatile agent , 
cuit . Vaporization is accelerated 
introduced into the cir-
a . absorption coefficien of ether 
b. raising the temperatu e of the ether vaporizer 
c . humidi ty of gases in he circuit. 
16. An intravenous drip of 10 Occ of 5% dextrose in water 
is started with an # 18 gauge needle . It is now deemed necessary 
to give 500cc of blood . After exch nging the bott le s it is 
found that the b lood drips more slo ly than the g l ucose in water . 
This is due to · 
a . h i gher specific gravi of blood 
b . higher density of b lo 
c . higher viscos ity . 
17 . You place the clamp on th transfusion tubing as 
close to the needle as feasible . T e most important re son for 
this is that 
a . there is less chance f ai r embolism with the 
clamp in this positio 
b. it is more convenient f or the anesthetist to 
adjust the rate of fl w or close it if a drug is 
injected 
c. the c l amp is less apt to be dislodged in this 
position . 
18. At thi s point the patient has a fair amount of secre -
t ions. The secretions are aspirate . Suction employs the 
pri n ciple of 
a. atmospheric pressure 
b . subatmospheric p ressu e 
c . positive pressure. 
19. Immediate l y post - operativ 
iS aspirated and soon begins to vom 
put in a Trende l enberg position . T 
in preventing aspirat i on of vomitus 
a . gravity 
b . negative pressure 
c . friction. 
the patient i s extubated, 
The operating table is 
makes use o f 
Please write any cornments you ay have pertai n i ng to this 
examination . They will be greatly ppreciated . 
